Kawasaki Teryx 4 Spare Tire/Fuel carrier
installation instructions.
Required tools- 3/16” allen wrench, (2) 15/16 wrenches, 1 1/8” wrench, and a
soft faced hammer.
Hardware- Includes 4 heim joints, 2 quick release pins, 2 5/8'' bolt assemblies,
and 4 cage clamps.

Step 1
Please note the stamped dots on the clamps indicate the location on the cage.
(They are installed in the following locations- Dots face up, 1= Top Left, 2= Top
right, 3= Bottom Left, 4= Bottom right).
Using the 3/16” allen wrench Install the bottom cage clamps (#3 on the left side
and #4 on the right side) and let them rest against the x-brace mount as seen in
the picture. Leave them loose enough that they can still be rotated for
adjustments.

STEP 2
Install the carrier into the lower clamps with a quick release pin on the left and on
bolt assembly on the right. Center the carrier on the cage and snug the bottom
clamp bolts.

Step 3
Install the outer half of the upper clamps, (#1 on the left side and #2 on the right
side) onto the carrier and pivot it up into place against the cage. Install the back
half of the clamps and loosely install the bolts.

Step 4
Slowly tighten the cage clamp bolts while checking that the quick release pins
remain easy to remove.
(All of the heim joints are pre-set in the jig during assembly and should be close to
the correct location, however some minor adjustments may be necessary for
proper pin alignment due to distortion of the carrier during the welding process).

Step 5
When you are satisfied with the fit of the carrier, and the quick release pins verify
all the cage clamp bolts are tight. Tighten the jam nuts on the heim joints using
the 1 1/8'' wrench and the 5/8'' bolt assemblies on the right side cage clamps
using the 15/16 wrenches. Verify that the quick release pins are on the left side
of the carrier and are easily removed and that the extender swings open to the
passenger side of the machine.

Thank you for your purchase of the Dirt Road Fabrication bed
extender for the Kawasaki Teryx 4.
Please call 801-710-0910 with any questions.
Dirtroadfabrication.com

